Component List

Intel LGA1150/1151/1155/1156

Intel LGA1150/1151/1155/1156

Intel LGA2066/2011

Intel LGA2066/2011

AMD AM4/AM3(+)/FM2(+)/FM1

AMD AM4/AM3(+)/FM2(+)/FM1

Fan Mounting

RGB Control by Motherboard

RGB Splitter Usage

Connect the fan RGB cable to
motherboard, and make sure the arrow
points to the pin indicating “12V”.
Cooler (and Fan) x1

RGB Splitter x1
STEP 1

STEP 1
Mount Intel LGA115X brackets onto the
cooler base with 4 screws.

STEP 3

STEP 3

Mount Intel LGA2066/2011 brackets
onto the cooler base with 4 screws.

Evenly apply a thin layer of thermal grease to the CPU surface.

RGB Control by Internal RGB Controller

Evenly apply a thin layer of thermal grease to the CPU surface.
STEP 1

LGA115X Backplate x1

RGB Internal Controller x1
Remove the orignal AMD platic retention frame, but keep the original backplate.
STEP 3
STEP 4

Put the cooler onto the CPU, and thread the screws into the backplate to secure.
STEP 4
Bracket Mounting Screws x4

LGA115X Bracket x1

Thermal Grease x1

LGA2066/2011 Bracket x2
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STEP 2

Put the cooler onto the CPU,
and thread the screws into the backplate
to secure.

Put the cooler onto the CPU,
and thread the screws into the
backplate to secure.

Stick the LGA115X backplate onto the
back of the motherboard.

STEP 2
Mount AMD brackets onto the cooler base
with 4 screws.

Mount the fan onto the heatsink with the fan clips.

Press this button to switch the fan into dynamic modes:
Blinking mode (on/off): 7 different colors in turn -> one of these colors
Changing mode: 7 colors in trun -> 7 colors in turn backward -> RGB in turn
Breathing mode: 7 colors in trun -> 7 colors in trun backward -> RGB in turn
Press this button to switch the fan into a static/fixed single color mode:
There’re up to 20 different colors for choice including green, blue, red,
orange, purple, white, etc.

STEP 2
Evenly apply a thin layer of thermal grease to the CPU surface.
Fan Mounting Clips x4

AMD Bracket x2

1) In dynamic mode, this button will change the color switching speed;
2) In static mode, this button will control the brightness of the lighting;
3) Long press this button to turn off the LED lighting and short press to
turn on the lighting.

RGB Splitter is equipped to extend more RGB fans to your system. When you
connect it to motherboard, make sure the arrow points to the pin indicating
“12V”. When you connect the fans to the splitter, make sure the arrow pins
connect to the pins with arrow too.

